
This package is specifically for the month-of, rehearsal day, & full

wedding day only (meaning I will reach out 6 weeks prior to your

wedding day) &

includes assistance with tying up loose ends couple has already

put together (In other words, the couple plans the entirety of the

wedding & I execute the coordination), rehearsal walk-through,

the wedding day coordination from set up to clean up, all vendor &

Venue communication prior, creation & execution of the timeline,

Bridal Party & Family communication, & assistance with venue

design & Aesthetic formation. 

 

This package includes everything in the "Day Will Do"

Package plus assistance with large problem areas couple

needs the most help with.

Includes items such as monthly checklists & Check-ins,

unlimited communication with couples, unlimited

communication & coordination with all vendors about

details & timeline prior to wedding day, bridal party

communication & attire checklist, Creation & execution of

timeline to all involved, & assistance with floral/decor

design & aesthetic advice/creation

 

This package includes everything in the above "Day Will Do" &

"Stress Relief" Packages

Plus, assistance with vision creation for entire venue

(florals/Decorations/Signage)

Includes Items such as daily checklists & check-Ins, Unlimited

communication with Couple, Bridal Party meetings & attire

sourcing & Checklists, Sourcing Vendors couple needs assistance

with for their specific style with price comparisons & advice,

Unlimited edits to timeline and execution with all involved, &

specific vendor detail coordination,  

This Package is specifically for couples that do not have the

availability to plan their wedding

In simplest terms, I create the vision according to the style & price

range and the couple says "Yes or No"

Some involvement from the couple on decision-making, but

primary planning is me

Includes everything you see on this page and unlimited vendor

sourcing with price comparisons & meetings, unlimited

communication with anyone involved, all creation of

florals/decorations, signage, and assisting on a daily basis with

unlimited communication with every detail about the wedding day.

"A DAY WILL DO""A DAY WILL DO" "STRESS RELIEF""STRESS RELIEF"

"WORKIN' IT""WORKIN' IT" "I GOT YOU, BABE""I GOT YOU, BABE"


